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Radiant Heatiug~ a Factor of
HUlDan COHlfort

John KelDeny
G. E. '45

IT seems to be paradoxical to say that we heat hot water, hot air, walls, pipes) until this in-
our homes to obtain a cooling atmosphere, but creased kinetic energy established the sensation

this is a fact. The purpose of heating is not to of heat in the human body. '
supply energy to the human body, but rather the Another method of heat transfer, however, heat
opposite: by heating the human environment we 'radiation, was not yet fully accepted because of
try to establish an atmosphere in which the rate our little knowledge about its behavior. In spite
of heat loss of the body will satisfy our sense of of-vthe striking evidences of heat radiation' in
comfort and our health requirements. As a matter nature, the laws governing it were not known
of fact, our entire system of life, social or bio- until our knowledge .of electromagnetic' radiation
logical, is dependent on the functioning of certain was developed. Nevertheless, today it is a well
forces ..of nature which will maintain that desired established. fact that heat energy can not only
atmosphere of comfort. The homes we erect, the change into kinetic energy, but it can also be
clothing we buy, the camp fires we light, or the transmitted with the speed of light in the form
steam plants we build, are our means to continue of electromagnetic wave motion.
human existence. One could easily say that the For millions of years the .sun transferred heat
heat of our bodies is the flame of our lives. by radiation; as a .matter of fact, this is the

Since the erection of modern homes and large method of heating that keeps our' planet. warm.
public buildings, a number of heating and air con- Though it might seem miraculous in "its effects,
ditioning systems were designed to maintain the solar heat radiation 'simply satisfies all the laws
atmosphere of comfort. But" it becomes evident of nature. In spite of .the immeasurable, cold
today that most of the heating systems heretofore emptiness that these rays .have to overcome during
di-dnot apply the best methods of heating because their passage from the sun to the earth, they
of the lack of recognition of natural phenomena. effectively deliver enough heat to our world to
All the heating plants relied on the convective and keep the litosphere supplied with energy (life).
conductive nature of materials in transferring There are many other daily manifestations of
heat to the human atmosphere. In other words, this same heat· radiation even simpler than the
the heat was transmitted 'through the increased phenomenon of solar radiation. For instance, such
molecular motion of heating elements (such as a trite thing as our choice' of summer and winter

--Courtesy A. M. Byers Co.
Comparison of 'rooms heated convectively by steam radiator (.l~ft) and radiantly ,~
. by heated side-uiall surface (right)
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light absorbers will also absorb heat; and trans-
parent matter will transmit radiant heat without
itself heating up.' Heat absorbentmaterials will
also re-emitradiant heat, just as some materials
will re-emit absorbed light as fluorescent or phos-
phorescent radiation. These physical analogies
are very revealing since heat rays are found in
one of the regions of our invisible spectrum be-
tween visible light and radio waves, and methods
of experimentation adapted to light radiation can
be used for heat radiation. Naturally, such char-
acteristics determine the practical applications of
all theoretical inferences in establishing radiation
as a factor of human comfort.

As soon as heat radiation was detected and its
properties were analyzed, the human mind started
to investigate its potential uses as a substitute for
the old and common methods of heat transfer.
Would it be possible to elitiIinate the complex con-
vective heating process in creating an atmosphere
of comfort? It seemed improbable to obliterate
convective heating in a world where the presence
of convective matter, such as air, is unavoidable.
But to solve the problem, the scientists returned
to their tinkertoys of progress-experimentation.

Naturally the problem of radiant heating were
investigated from different points of view: the
physicist's, the engineer's, and the ·physiologist's.
Whereas physicists merely derived the facts and
laws governing heat radiation as a natural phe-
nomenon, the latter two scientific groups were
deeply interested in the manner that radiant heat
can be of service to man. The experiments of
Dr. C. A. Mills of the University of Cincinnati
are especially valuable to the development of a
successful radiant heating system, since they
brought about valid proofs that the radiant
method of heat transfer is preferred by human
nature to any of the other existing atmospheric
condi tionings.

In his laboratories at the Cincinnati General
Hospital, Dr. Mills .erected several experimental

Construction of radiant heating equipment in
residence at Em-porium; Pa.

-Courtesy A. M. Byers Co.

clothing is entirely determined by radiation prop-
erties of heat. In summer, we select white or
lighter-colored materials for clothing, since they
repel or literally reflect the majority of heat rays.
In winter, however, the darker articles of clothing
are preferred, since they absorb the radiated heat
rays of the body, preserving the bodily heat loss.

Experirnental room No. 1 representing tropical
atmospheric conditions.

To site another example, outside on the snow-
capped passes and plateaus of the western vaca-
tion lands, one sees ski enthusiasts stripped to the
waist sailing over the, white seas of snow. They
do not catch cold, not even ,a sniffle. The reflected,
radiated heat rays of the sun,intensified by reflec-
tion from, the white, crystalline snow, establishes
an ample sensationof heat and a true atmosphere
of comfort for the body.

It is worth while to note .that these few. examples
of heat radiation in nature have" similar proper-
ties to light radiation. They are often experienced
simultaneously, and therefore are not recognized
as separate forms of radiation by most of us. But,
as experiments indicate, radiated heat can origi-
nate from all sources of, heat where visible light
does not-enter into the picture; and, even if heat
rays are analyzed under ,such conditions, the reac-
tions of materials toithis ..•radiant energy are
strikingly analogous to their reactions to light
radiation. It was found, for .example, that shiny
metallic surfaceswill. reflect both of these rays;

AUTUMN, 1942
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to producing "standard" machine parts, powder manufactured part decreases, the economy of the
metallurgy may be used to produce articles having powder process relative to casting tends to in-
special structural effects. In many instances, parts crease. This is because it is difficult to make cast-

- made by powder metallurgy are better mechani- ing molds for very small magnets, bearings, con-
cally and are cheaper than those produced by tacts, and similar tiny parts used in some radios,
casting and machining. Furthermore, the process electric fans, cameras, speedometers, etc. The
has the universal advantage of speed. alternative method in the past has been machin-

ing, but with the new process, such parts can be
Processing Iron Powder stamped out at high speed with a high degree of

precision and with as little trouble as if they
A visitor at Chrysler's AmplexDivision in De- were aspirin tablets.

troit, for example, might witness a startling Production figures indicate that United States
demonstration of this second use of metallurgy. industries have pressed and sintered upwards of
The starting point is a pile of gray dust, con- 7,000 tons of these fine metal powders in the past
sisting of iron powder thoroughly mixed with twelve months. This represents an increase of
graphite, or copper, both in proportions measured something like 25 per cent over the preceding
with the greatest precision. A few ounces of this twelve months and is more than double the con-
dust are poured into a hardened steel die, set in sumption of five years ago. Because of the impres-
the table of a hydraulic press, and a force of some sive results achieved so far, and the apparent
50,000 pounds per square inch is applied. When possibilities opening up for the future, lavish pre-
they withdraw the gray dust of a moment ago, dictions have been made by some enthusiasts who
it is now a perfectly shaped small gear. This is think that powder metallurgy will completely
strong enough to be handled, though it 'would revolutionize past methods of metal working:
break if dropped on the floor. The gear is now Most engineers and others concerned with the
ready for the "sintering" or heating. For about practical side of metal working look at this grow-
an hour it is exposed to a high temperature, in ing process with a more conservative eye, and
most cases about two-thirds that of the melting expe t a gradual evolution and extension of
point of the iron or alloy. At the end of this "sin- power metallurgy without any drastice "revo-
tering" process, the scoopful of iron dust has lutio." For, as will be seen, the process has
metamorphased into a perfect machine part. certain definite limitations. Nevertheless, 'every

The gear now has a mechanical strength equal '42 m del car manufactured by General Motors,
to a machined cast-iron gear and is ready to be Ford, 'a d Chrysler contains several small parts
installed. It is stamped out within extremely processed from _powdered metal. These parts,
narrow tolerances with virtually no waste, however, consist mostly of very small parts, weigh-
whereas few casting and machining operations ing only an ounce or two, whereas powder-metal
give less than 30 per cent waste, and the waste boosters look to the, day when much larger gears
in gear cutting often approaches 70 per cent. and bushings may be produced.
Furthermore, this pressed gear has certain valu- All of which suggest that powder metallurgy
able structural characteristics that cannot bedu- is a "new" art, but in reality it is not. It is new
plicated in a cast piece. For example, on account only in the sense that the pressures and shortages
of the porous composition of the pressed metal, of war production have forced several in-dustries
it can be impregnated with oil and will "function to experiment with the process as a possible time
almost indefinitely without further lubrication. and labor saving short-cut. Thus the defense
This same porosity makes a quiet running gear emergency has brought the art to the center of
that is 25 per cent lighter than a cast piece. the stage-but not for the first time"

Most surprising, however, is the production of
the finished pressed gear in two simple operations.History o] th-e'Technique
To cut and finish the same gear from a cast blank
requires four or five operations. It also requires About 5000 years ago, according to archaeolo-
more complicated machinery, skilled operators, gists, the enterprising Egyptians are believed to
and perhaps thirty manhours of labor per thou- have been usingall the essential principles of the
sand gears, as compared with fifteen man-hours modern technique of powder metallurgy. Iron ore
per thousand for the new process. Thus, for small was plentiful in that ancient country and the
articles, these factors make the pressed' gear people manufactured many of their vessels -and
cheaper than the cast and machined gear, despite nearly all of their tools from this metal. Yet,
the 8 or 9 cents per pound that metal powder tests of the metal contained in these implements
costs more than ingot iron. As the size of the have indicated that it was never melted. Some
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historians think that. they hammered or~pr~sed~,: . .As~,pr~vi0tlstYrmenti,on'ed, the end 4 productpos-
bits of spongy iron into lumps of workable-metal, sesses .such hardness, .durabilityvand heat resist-
which were then beaten into shape and heat- ' ance that nothing can compare with it asa cutting
treated for strength, t,. ",-' " " tool. Tungsten carbide glows, cherry-red and may
About the flrstvmodern" application of, the pro- be,usecfupto-1200°c'entigrade,or better, the

cess of any importance came with the development temperature at which high-speed tool steels begin
of the electric light in the early 1900's. Edison, to soften. In one factory" making brake drums,
invented the incandescent lamp and after many the' high-speed steel tools had to be replaced after
failures, hit .upon tungsten as the ideal material cutting 150 units, whereas the tungsten carbide
for, filaments. But tungsten could not. be melted tools now being used are good for 950 units. Like-
and hence could not be formed by conventional wise, one of, the Fansteel dies already has cold-
methods. It was then that research workers came' nosed upwards of 600,000 shells and is expected
forward with tungsten powder, and the powder to pass the million mark before It wears beyond
process came into its own. allowable tolerances. Furthermore, the, number of
Dr. W.D. Coolidge of the General Electric rejects dueto scouring and improper shaping has

Laboratories, among others, succeeded in obtain- dropped to almost zero; this was a common fault'
ing pure tungsten powder by heating tungsten of the steel dies ·us~d previously. . ;,
oxide in the presence of hydrogen. He then pressed
this powder into bars. Then the bars were sin-
tered at comparatively low heat to increase their
strength and were given- a final high .temperature
treatment by having a "powerful electric current
passed through them. To produce the wire for the
lamp filaments, the tungsten bar was brought to
white heat in a furnace, and while Istill far below
the melting point, was drawn through diamond
dies into the final shape. This is essentially the
same process used today in the manufacture of
all lamp filament and in the manufacture of
molybdenum and tungsten wires. There.is, there-
fore,a degree of truth in the claim that powder
metallurgy "founded the electrical industry," but
it might also be said, in reality, _that the needs
of the electrical industry founded powder metal- Add 0 Z d: " . °Z l "b °
1

. . . ssorte . power parts, ~nc u ~ng Ol - ess ear~ng8,
urgy·clutch disk and retalnerrina, "
The next great development was tungsten car-

bide. Here, as .before, production begins with a Following World War I, the 'powder metallur-
definite mixture of fine dusts. Powdered tungsten gists of Germany concentrated on hard, carbides
and cobalt, 'mixed with lamp black in the most while the United States turnedto common rnetals :
exacting proportions, are subjected to pressures such as lead, zinc, copper,and tin, As early 'as
as high as 30 tons to the square inch. The solid 1916 General Electric research s-cientists produced--
compact is then sintered at about 8000 centigrade. a porous sintered bearing. material, but this was
Still comparatively soft after this preliminary too costly for commercial use .. Later, in 1922 or
sintering, the material is cut and ground into thereabouts, Moraine Products and Bound Brook
final shape. This may be anything from a No.2, Oil-less Bearing Company -started the jnanufac-
half-inch tip for a drill to the-record-sized No. tureof self-lubricating bronze -bearing~and, other
3500,. tantalum-tungsten die (eight, and three- parts for automobiles from powdered metal. The
quarters by thirteen inches ) made by -Fansteel porosity of these bearings was' so great that they ~
Metallurgical Corporation for "cold-nosing" 105- could be impregnated with oil up to and exceeding"
millimeter shells. The grinding and shaping of one-third of their volume. These bearings and
this semi-hardened material is partly accom- bushings gave excellent service and often were
plished by another product of powder metallurgy found to be in good condition even after the auto- ,
-grinding wheels pressed from a mixture of mobile in which they were installed had worn
bronze powder and diamond dust. After machin.:.' out. However, the porous bearing business got .
i~g to the final shape; the piece is given a final . its real start with 'washing, machines. -These
sintering at close. to 1500° centigrade to obtain domesticated, .contrivances ,were still .creaking .
the maximum hardness. ~ alongonweoden.bearlngaaa lateas 192~,-:w4~n-":
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theMaytag' Company potntedthewav by' giving "e~ds the huisance-\'(WP'a'Ss~piets; getHhg'Oil' spots'
Moraine Products an order for 5~OOO oil-less, on their clothes whenclimbirig in and out- of cars.

. pressed bearings. Since that time, Moraine has Besides the use of powder .metallurgy in pro-
produced over 70 niillioribearings for May tag ducing the hard carbides and ordinary machine
alone and there are up-wards of a billion bearings parts, there are some new applications in spe-
silently oiling themselves in the depths of electric cialized fields which are quite significant. National
refrigerators, washing machines, and vacuum Cash Register, for instance, has considered the
sweepers. adaption of the principle of the self-oiling porous

Gradually the powder process was put to other bearing to the making of self-inking porous metal
uses. General Electric, for example, has experi- keys for typewriters andbusiness machines. The
mented with it in the production of cobalt and . idea is to impregnate the key permanently with
tungsten alloy magnets, which are difficult to ink and thus eliminate the use of ribbons.
machine when produced by the casting-machining In addition to these developments, there is
process. The powder process was found ideal for another basic aspect of powder metallurgy which
the production of porous filters to protect the oil- is of growing importance. This is the nature of
injection nozzles of Diesel engines, and fine wire the "a loys" that can be produced from the various
filter screens are also being pressed out at a great . powd rs. In forming an alloy by conventional
saving over the old method of weaving the wires. meth ds, the component metals tend to lose their
The 8. K. Wellman Company of Cleveland experi- individual characteristics, and the alloy acts as a
mented for a time with pressed bronze and dis- new etal with new characteristics of its own.
covered that with modifications it made a superb However, with powder metallurgy, any combina-
facing for heavy-duty brakes and clutches. In the tion of m als may be pressed into a pseudo-alloy,
Wellman process, flat, pressed slabs of sintered if so desired; and each metal will retain its origi-
bronze are bonded to steel plates, and each U. 8. nal properties. An impressive illustration of the
tank in production at the time of Pearl Harbor value of powdered' metal "alloying" may be seen
had this material in its clutch plates. Variations in the material used for contact points, welding
in this clutch facing have been developed since electrodes, circuit breakers, etc.
that time. At the present time, Wellman facings
are being used in the disk-type brakes on the Future Development
wheels of an estimated one-th ..ird of all U. S. I tt th, th hI· f ' d t I. ..'~, . n rutn, e woe SCIence 0 power me a -
fighting planes, including nearly all bombers. The I · till I I· th h t Thi. ' . urgy IS s 1 arge y In e researc s age. IS
designers of heavy planes have pointed out that · b t b th f t't h t W 'ti h El.. ,,_ ." . . IS orne ou Y e ac a es Ing ouse ec-
In braking a 20 ton heavy bomber, landing at 100 t· w t E'I t- ,. d Internatir I N· k I. _ . rIC, eR ern ec rIC an n erna Iona IC e
miles per hour, each wheel must transform into C' I ith 'th ·. .. . ompany, a ong WI seven 0 er companies, are
heat some SIX million foot pounds of energy In .. tl t ·b tl t d t II · I. JOIn' y con rt u .mg' 0 a power-me a urgrca
the, space of a few seconds. Thus the braking I b t h d d b P f G ' C. ... a ora ory, ea e y ro essor regory om-
materials must be good heat resistors as the inside t k f St I tit t f T h I M-. S oc 0 evens ns 1 u e 0 ec no ogy. any
temperature of the brake assembly may rise as f th 'f d ' t I f th et t b
h
. h 500

0
ti doe un amen a s 0 e process are ye 0 e

Ig as cen Igra e. ' ..
Alth h h I b

tori b th herr d answered. It IS not yet clearly understood Justoug, researc a ora orles, 0 ere an -. ... ' .
b d

duri th t . t· f th what occurs during the sintering process to trans-
a roa, urmg e wen ies were aware 0 e··ibiliti f ki beari d th t form the mass of pressed powders Into solid metalpOSSI Illes 0 rna mg earlngs an 0 er par s · . ·
f ,

derr d · th · f th . d " at temperatures below the melting point, One
rom pow ere Iron, e prIce 0 e power was · . ·

d
. d II d d it 't til th explanation of the phenomenon IS that when theup aroun a 0 ar a poun ,an 1 wasn un 1 e., ' .

I th
e ti th t 8 di h · db' metal IS powdered, the surface area of the parti-

ear y rr ies a we IS Iron power ecame .. ·.. cles IS vastly Increased. When metal IS ground
av,ailable iat a price low enough for large scale · t d ti I th t ·11 300 h. .'. ,. In 0 power par ICes auwi pass a -mes
commercial production, Moraine Products, In ' .' , ..
1939 t t d th f t f th

.d screen, the diameter of the particles IS about 53
, s ar e e manu ac ure 0 e power. ." - ·

d
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processe 01 .pump gear s own In e sec es, ·
d
. d Old bil b t 25 . t f th of a human hair. It has been computed that whenan save , smo 1e ,a ou per cen 0 e ' · · -, · ..
t d

ith th ld t d hi d a CUbICcentimeter of metal IS ground to thIS, fine-
cos, as compare WI e 0 cas an mac Ine · . . ., · ' -Ch: I ' A I D··· h t ness, ItS surface area IS Increased from SIXto the,
gear. rys er s mp ex IVlSlon somew a·· · . · .. ...,' ~,' the VICInIty of 10,000 square, centimeters. Over-
earlIe, r, pressed a self-oiling Iron door striker plate the h I t'h' th ~ · " Iff'

• " v. " , • IS woe area en ,ere IS a p ay 0 ree
WhICh'IS now used on all Chrysler stock cars. ThIS, ". ' .

t
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CHH:OMilTOGBAPHY~"
Che".ists~ New Tool

Daniel Singrer
Ch.E. '43

WITHIN the last few years there has come development is continued until each band of ad-
into use an analytical method of great sim- sorbate 'migrates completely through the column.

plicity and marvelous convenience. It makes pos- As each constituent passes out, it is caught in a
sible the complete separation of the components different container. The various substances, each
of a solution by physical methods alone, and it in its ownreceptacle.tconst.itute the liquid chroma-
facilitates separation of compounds that are too togram. Often a developer istoo slow in this latter
closely related to be separated by chemical means. process, and an eluent is used. An eluent is an-
By the use of this method one can remove impuri- other solvent of a greater dissolving power or a
,ties amounting, in some cases, to only one part stronger affinity for the adsorbent. It breaks the
per million, and can concentrate the impurity in bond of the adsorbate for adsorbent. Ethyl and
sufficient quantities for analysis. This fascinating methyl alcohols are common agents for elution.
new tool is chromatography, or absorption Chromatography is not always as simple as the
analysis. above example. Much depends on the choice of

Let us follow the course ofa typical adsorption adsorbent, developer, and eluent.
analysis. The unknown mixture is dissolved in a
suitable solvent. The solution is poured into a Three Good Adsorbents
column of packed alumina powder, whereupon
the dissolved substances adhere to the alumina, A good adsorbent must not combine chemically
allowing the solvent to run out clear. The various with any of the compounds to be analyzed, or with
substances arrange themselves in the column in. the solvent. Its affinity for dissolved substances
the order of their affinity .f'or the alumina; the must be greater than for the solvent, but weak
most strongly adherent at the top, and the others enough to permit satisfactory development. The
below it in descending order of adhesiveness. The three most widely used adsorbents are alumina,
column now exhibits a series of bands of different earthy cerussite, and activated charcoal. Other
colors, where the various constituents are held. adsorbents less often used are magnesia, lime,
It is now a chromatogram. In order to accentuate calcium sulfate, calcium carbonate, sodium car-
the design on the constituents, a developer is used. bonate, bleaching earths, and fuller's earth.
The developer may be an additional quantity of Chemically pure alumina usually has insufficient
the original solvent, or it may be another solvent adsorptive power and must be activate-d by the
of stronger character. In any case, it tends to introduction of small amounts of impurities. If
weaken the force of adhesion between the adsorb- the alumina column is rinsed with tap water and
ing column and the adsorbed substances 'by re- heated to dryness, the small quantities of calcium
dissolving the latter, The redissolved material is salts retained will activate the column. If the
again deposited, but in a lower position on the adsorbent power is too high for the material to
column. The net effect is to move the bands of be analyzed, the. column can be deactivated with
adsorbate down the column. But since' 'the less methanol. In the absence of water, quick lime
strongly held substances are the first to dissolve, and slaked lime can be used as adsorbents. If
the lower bands migrate more rapidly than the even a' small quantity of water enters, the column
upper ones, and the design is clearer because of will crack. The bleaching earths are essentially
the widened empty space between, bands. aluminum silicates containing iron, calcium and

Now the analyst can remove the various pure magnesium. They can be activated by treatment
substances which he has separated, and can ana- with hydrochloric acid. In general, the adsorptive
lyze each one without interference from the others. capacity is higher for smaller particle sizes. Dif-
The simplest and most direct method is to extrude ferent particle sizes can be mixed to give an
the column from its glass tube and cut it apart intermediate degree of activation, but the column
with a knife. If the column is too fragile, the must be homogeneous so _that the fluid will drain
liquid chromatogram can be used. In this process, through unevenlv. and produce well-defined layers.
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In cases where it is desirable to attain a fast. flow Colorless substances also are separated into
rate without decreasing adsorption affinity, parti- layers on the Tswett column. It is only necessary
cles of powdered glass, somewhat larger than the to identify their positions differently. The col-

~adsorbent particles, can be mixed into the column. umns can be divided arbitrarily into any number
The chief solvents for adsorption analysis are of parts, and each segment analyzed separately,

water, carbon disulfide, petroleum ether, and ben- as in afractional distillation. If the relative posi-
zene. Since the strength of adsorption depends on tion of a colorless constituent to a colored one is
the difference in adsorptivity of the solvent and known, the progress of the colorless one can be
the solute, the solute will be held less strongly followed by the position of the accompanying dye.
in the presence of a solvent of high adsorptivity Sometimes the colorless compound can be colored
than in the presence of a weakly held solvent. by a chemical treatment before analysis. Many

- . substances which are colorless in visible light show
characteristic fluorescence under ultra-violet light.

The Russian botanist M.Tswett developed the
chromatographic procedure in the course of his
research into the nature of chlorophyll, a and b.
Tswett froze leaves in liquid nitrogen, then pow-
dered and extracted them with a mixture of petro-
leum ether and benzene. He chromatographed
the extract on columns of sugar and inulin. A dark
green layer of chlorophyll b was noted, with a
blue layer of chlorophyll a beneath.

In the past few years a series of naturally
occurring chemicals called carotinolds has claimed ~
attention because of its connection with vitamins
and nutrition. The great tool in separating these
ompounds has been chromatography.

Chromatography is of particular value in de-
tecti artificial coloring matter in wines and

. foods. Most dyes are mixtures, .and each one
shows a characteristic pattern on the chromato-
graphic column.

Adsorption columns show promise in industrial
use as a means for removing traces of impurities.
An adsorption column is often capable of a higher
degree of purification than any other method.

In vitamin and enzyme research, this method
should be of great value. Small quantities of vita-
mins and enzymes can mean the difference be-
tween healthy and sick organisms. To isolate these
vital substances chemically is a tedious and often
impossible task. Chromatography should enable
them to be concentrated more readily.

Inorganic substances can also be separated
chromatographically. The developing agents are
usually precipitants which show up colors in the
column. The width of bands is a semi-quantitative
indication of the relative amounts of ions present.
In general, ions of high valence are more readily
adsorbed than those of low valence.

All these instances are merely examples of what
can be done with chromatography. When this
means of separation is given its rightful place
alongside fractionation, chemical analysis and ex- <,

traction, chromatography will begin to realize its
possibilities.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

--.courtesy Journal of Chemical Education

Pieces of, apparatus for producing a chromatottram. are
dropping funnel (F), tube (T), adsorbent mixture (A),
cotton uuul ( C), stop-cock (S), receiving tube (R), and
safety trap (P).

Mixtures of petroleum ether and benzene are es-
pecially useful for controlling the procedure in
this way. The greater the percentage of benzene,
the more rapid the development, and the more
easily the zones migrate.

Eluents most commonly used are methanol,
ethanol, and acetone. Usually only a small per-
centage of eluent is added to the solvent, so that
only one layer is removed at a time.

Often the acidity of the column must be care-
fully controlled. A very small change in acidity
can, on occasion, reverse the relative positions of
two zones.
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Claude L. EDlDlerieh
M. E. '44

Can you read English? cause an analysis is required to transform the
Of course you can. problem into workable equations. In the case of
Well, read this: algebraic problems, the analysis consists of tran-
The paragraph presents a problem which can- slating the word language into our language of

not be solved merely by reading and under- numbers. But in general, a problem analysis
.standing words. The ad- splits the given problem
ditional operation re- . into a series of elemen-
quired in order to make A fi to 0 t' 0 , h, tary questions which we. - . - ny person,' rm,corpora ton, or assoctaton, tV 0, - '.

the meamng of the seIl- uriili intent to sell or in any way dispose of merehtun-. can answ,er from previ-
tence clear is an analysis, dise, 'securities, service, or anything offered by§t(ch ous experience. or by
a separation of the ele- person, firm, corporation, or association" directly: or other means. Therefore,
ments of the sentence. indirectly, to the public for sale or "distribution, or whenever we 'have to
Fig. 2 shows the state- wit,h intent to ine~'e~se the consumption the,reo/,or tack I e a complicated

t ' f F· 1 ith th to induce the public in. any manner to enter into any "bl th diuid 'tmen 0 Ig. WI e bli 0 l to th t t 0 title th: t pro em" e, ~v~ e e"., • 0 ujationre a Ing ere 0, or 0 acquire 1, ie : ere 0,. . .-.'" -,' '. ~

elements enclosed In par- or an interest therein, rnakee.publieh.ee, diseeminatee, iniperti (divideand .rule)
enthesesand one repre- circulates, or places before . the pulJlic,o,( ~aus~s,. strategy leads tQ satis-
sentativepart of each directly or indirectly to be made, published, 'diesemi- factory results.
element in bold type. The nated, ocirculated or, placed before t~e p'ublic, ir: this Most eygXJ::<i~tY.nrQb-

h · d d f etate, ui a newspaper or other' publication, or un. the ,"" " ".'
emp asize wor S orm fib 1 to } d bOll ' t bOl'Z . I lems, however, consist of• 01"111,0 'a ootc, no tee, tan - 1 ,pos er, i ,ctrcu ar, . .. l

a sample sentence which pamphlet, or letter, or in any other way, an adver- a single question whlCp
solves the problem ~s far tisement. of 'any' sort regarding merchandise, securi- cannot be analyzed. For
as the layman is con- ties, service, or anything so offered to,' the pub'ic, example', sooner or later
cerned. whic~ .ad~er.tisement> contains' any as~er.ti?n;.repre- many of US have to solve

Lawyers need a com- sentat'lloon, or 8toatem~nt of fact, wh:ch 1S untr~e, the problem: "How to
I t I· I th deceptive, 01" mieleadiiu), shall be gU1lty ofa mis- I·· "Th,:. pee ana YSISun ess ey demeanor. i earn a IVIng. e ques-

care to construct every tion is simple, (i. e. cari-
one of the 712,800 differ- '-Printe~' Ink"lctfodel Statute not be split into a group
ent sentences contained Fig. 10 Statement 0 f fundamental prob-
in the.paragraph. But a terns); however, the solu-
lawyer: has enough experience to read "any' one of tion is not as simple. Thus we arrive at the second
the possible combinations without trouble; be- and much more important use of the analysis,
cause unconsciously he goes through a labyrinth namely analysis of the solution. Again, we must
like the one shown in Fig. 3, choosing his pathh9ve a solution before we are able to analyze.
according to the:cbnditions of the case.~; -, Maybe it seems ~illy to bother with a problem

Thus, analyses have a definite place in the busi- after we have a solution, but this time the analysis
ness ~f solving problems. ;Aiid' since ,,'~ollege serves as a check; and jt must include every factor
students and 'graduates are ,~l supposedly ablerto that will influence or be affected by the solution.
solve problems, it may be worthwhile to take 'all In fact, just such an analysis is the only way by
inventory of our own analyzrng abilities.' which we can prove a 'solution to be wrong before

In order to approach the matter more or less we go to the trouble of actually trying it out. ~
. scientifically, we should "first study the _wayan Two-practical examples will-show how impoj-
analysis works. Obviously, an analysis cannot tant thisanalysis 'H:t:' l
stand by itself; there must be some substance When the Swedish: astronomer Anders Celsius
orsubj-ect to be, analyzed. For example, .many (1'f01-1744J·designed-the thermometer scale -thit
students of algebra despise word problems; be- isnowknown as the centigrade /scale, the exact
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nature of temperature was not known. So he
referred his scale' to 'an arbitrary zero point.
Celsius was a clever man, and his zero is avery
convenient point; but it has nothing in common
with zero temperature. Some fifty years later,
Charles analyzed the solution to the temperature
problem obtained by Celsius. Charles found that
it is just as unreasonable to say "minus six de-
grees temperature" as "There are minus six horses
in the back yard." Further analysis led to the
determination of the absolute zero temperature
and the Kelvin scale.

Students of engineering ought to be interested
in this one:

Every newly designed machine or apparatus
spends its childhood days on the test floor, where
possibly half a dozen mechanics try to eliminate
the "bugs" of the machine. "Bugs" are trouble-
some, and, just like accidents, 95 per cent ipre-
ventable. The preventive is analysis of the design.
If every designer could only visualize the machine'
running under all possible and impossible condi-
tions, "bugs" would not have much chance. By
the way, engineers are rated quite often by the
"bugs" they overlook; so it might pay well to take
a little time for analysis of a design.

Of course, it may require a good deal of experi-
ence to analyze a solution with, respect to all the

(Any person, firm, corporation, or' association),
(who,) (with intent to sell or in any way dispose
of) (merchandise, securities, service, or anything
offered by such person, firm, corporation, or associa-
tion, directly or 'indirectly, to the public for sale or
distribution, or with intent to increase the consump-
tio~ thereof, 01" to induce the public in any manner
to enter into any obligation relating thereto, or to
acquire title thereto, or an interest therein,) (makes,
publishee, disserninates, circulates, or places before
the public, or causes, directly or indirectly to be
made, published, disseminated, circulated, or placed
before the public,) (in this state,) (in a newspaper
or other publication, or in the-for-m of a book, notice,
hand-bill, poster, bill, circular, pamphlet, or letter,
or in any other way,) (an advertisement of any
sort regarding merchandise, securities, service, or
anything so offered to the public,) (which adver-
ti~,ement contains any assertion, representation or
statement of fact,) (which is, untrue, deceptive, or
misleading,) (shall J:.e guilty ofa misdemeanor.)

Fig. 2. Preliminary Analysis

factors that are connected with it, and still more
experience to answer the questions raised by the
analysis. But after we have satisfied ourselves
honestly with the complete analysis of the solu-
tion, there isn't much room for anyone to add a
label that reads: "He just didn't think."



LAST spring the Board of Directors of the Uni-
- versity of Cincinnati authorized the College

of Engineering and Commerce, through the De-
partment of Business Administration, to offer
a new five year course on the cooperative basis
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Industrial Management. The introduction of this
new course is in keeping with the trend in busi-
ness training upon the collegiate level to adjust to
the war situation. For several months the demands
of the Army, the Navy, and war industry for men
trained in business and industrial management
have been urgent. General Lewis B. Hershey, of
the Selective Service System, recognized this when
he recommended to all local draft boards in Occu-
pational Bulletin No. 10, issued under date of June
18, 1942, that college students training to be indus-
trial managers, accountants, statisticians, per-
sonnel administrators, and economists be given
serious consideration for deferment.

In order to assist in meeting this shortage of
industrial and managerial personnel, the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration an-
nounced early in the year the
establishment of a twelve months
course in Industrial Management
Engineering leading to the de-
gree of Industrial Administra-
tor. Men who had completed
three years in college were ad-
mitted to the course. Likewise,
the Amos Tuck School of Busi-
ness Administration announced
in the ·Dartmo-uth College War
Bulletin No.4, published in
March, 1942, that "The revised
Tuck, School curriculum will
stress such subjects.as industrial
management, industrial engi-
neering, production control and
planning, cost accounting, per-
sonnel administration, and sta-
tistics-all fields in which the
supply of men is far short of the
demand." Under the War Plan
the Tuck School course will be
entirely undergraduate, leading
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DR. FRANCIS H. BIRD,
Head of Department of Business

Administration

to the Bachelor's degree at the end of the senior
year.

In order to adapt its curriculum to the war
time situation, and following the precedent set by
Harvard, Dartmouth, and other first rank educa-
tional institutions, the staff of the Department of
Business Administration requested authorization
on March 26, 1942, to offer the new degree in
Industrial Management. The request having been
endorsed by the proper authorities, was approved
by the Board of Directors of the University on
April 7, 1942.

Because the Business Administration Depart-
ment is one of the departments of the College of
Engineering and Commerce, this new degree can
be offered with relatively few additions to the,
curriculum. At the present time, engineering fun-
damentals such as mathematics, chemistry,phy-
sics, and drawing are required of all male students
taking the Business Administration course. TIle
mathematics include college algebra, trigonome-
try, analytical geometry, and calculus. In the
drawing course instruction is 'given in the prep-

aration and reading of blue-
prints. All Business Adminis-
tration students receive training
in statistics, accounting, includ-
ing cost accounting, and in labor
management. These c 0 u r se s
have practical application in pro-
duction and its control.

Among the new courses which
are being introduced and which
would be required for those who
would elect to become candidates
for the degree of Bachelor of
Science in Industrial Manage-
ment are the Fundamentals of
Government War Contract Ac-
counting, Industrial Purchasing,
Industrial Management, and Mo-
tion and Time Study. Arrange-
ments have been made to have
the courses in Industrial Man-
agement and in Motion and Time
Study given by an instructor in
the Mechanical Engineering De-

(Continued on Page 29)
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Bundles for
, : Berlin. ..

Power for ..
, Pittsburghl' .:

ALLIS-CHALMERS
.•. ~ 1,

EQUIPMENT HELPS
MAKE BOTH

One of many new Allis-Chalmers steam
turbines which are helping to power the
greatest war production effort in history.

VICTORY NEWS
Washington, D. C.~ Keels for more
than 140 "Liberty" ships have been laid
and more than 60 ships have been launched
from ways which did not even exist before
1941. Original schedules have already been
more than doubled.

To set the fastest shipbuilding record in
history, mass production principles are
used. More than 500 makers are feeding
parts to Liberty ways. ,

From Allis-Chalmers, one of the most
important of the contributing firms, comes
products ranging from machine-gun, cool-
ing pumps to propulsion shafting.

11.,:r_t.;i.f:'Wn" ,0;;1 II
Three-Stage High Speed Pump .is in-
spected as it JeavesA~Q· shops for a mili...
tary destinat.ion. Equipment includes,'
Allis-Chalmers motors and switchgear ~ ~.

MHwaukee,,'Wis. ~ ~Iosquito boats no
longer have to use their motors to recharge
their ,Batteries~sinall Allis-Chalmers .rec-
"tifi;e(iIni~s,tiow, <10' this job. 4, "

.This unit is.the newest means of obtain-
,ingJ~o~inaf d..c~'ClJrr~llt4Iro~e~istiI)g·~~c;.
power)i~~s~ It elimina tes'h~edfo~ k,~t?pih-g
ships motors running tor-· battery 'charging
on shore. It also aids coastdefense'by help-
ing !osupply pO,)yerfor shore searchlights,

lndustr~al pJants are also using th~new
unit~to'supply ~~alf amounts,rif"d~c. 'f~~
individual dtiv;es on planers aria other ma-
chines, in labp~atories for testing purposes,
and in-tool rooms. .

. FOR V~CTORY"'~'~:,~; :~>
.. Q~u~y ~~ited';Stc1tes W,a'r~'Bonds

tl tt\ht:. _:':.:'i~"f". e> ,.~.;<',J

~ .

,,"A. HITL,ER,BE;RLIN, GERMANY" sands of Allis-Chalmers people are fighting
That's what we'd like to label just one of the the Axis-c-are working for Victory! "
thousands 6f tons of ore which Allis-Chalmers Over 1,600 Allis-Chalmers products' are
equipment 'is helping to mine and turn into working in the Battle of Production, And.our
aerial torpedoes and bombs! ~ Cooperative Engineering'service 5s helping

And that turbine above is another Allis- makers produce more--notiust with new rna-
Chalmers product that will s00I?- be turning chines, but with machines now, on hand! ,,'
out trouble for Hitler-supplying power to This production experience will be of added

.i~~gi.i'i.ii.l_MrEB!jpj}j:11!'1i!:1!jjEl:1.;;;~=-<wl_"Wd~&!!01i!'M!.t~0!M' ;~d~:~~~l~:~eq:~:~:::~o~~rica's ~~~~r;h~e~~n~::;:a::rr'.We work for ~e mad~O;~vtheo:i~r~et~~farm
Ore for Giard Aerial Torpedoes and bombs is,mined with, Allis-Chalmers eQuipment.~hese are just. two examples of how thou- AIJJ..I8-CHALl\fERS MFG. Co., MILWAUKEE, WIS •.' >.' and flour mill equipment.

>1;;/ ,c'.,



Strangest Key
Oft theCaRlpus

Prof. Clyde W. Park
"Head of Eng~ish Department

AMONG the various keys wo::n by members of of the s~range charac~ers stood for "engineering."
campusJionorary groups IS one emblem so The Chinese had an Ideograph for It.

unusual that it needs to be explained. Like most When the honorary journalistic org-anization
of the others, it is a key, but as the Fibber McGee was formed, a committee on selection of an em-
program noted recently concerning the Phi Beta blem was ..appointed, the chairman being C. A.
Kappa symbol, it is "not a key to anything." Harrell, then Editor of the COOPERATIVEENGI-
When heavy key-winding watches were super- NEER, now City -Manager of Schenectady, New
seded years ago by stem-winders, the functional York. The committee wanted to symbolize engi-
aspect of honorary keys disappeared completely. neering if possible. They noted that Tau Beta Pi
The COOPERATIVEENGINEERemblem, awarded for had pre-empted the "bent," ideal figure to repre-
distinction in journalism, is immediately observed sent engineering construction, Some one sug-
to be very different from the usual metal square gested that the Chinese character made familiar
or rectangle, with a ring above and a stem below. by Yu Li's article would meet the demand for
It is not rectangular, or circular, or trapezoidal, symbolism and would certainly be distinctive. It
or any" other identifiable shape, but is just its might also be prophetic. "Bill" Bertsch,staff
unique and indescribable self. artist, was commissioned to prepare a conven-

In the early Twenties, when the COOPERATIVE tionalized version that a manufacturing jeweler
ENGINEERkey was-originated, the subject of engi- could follow. This was done, and the strange
neering opportunities in China was much dis- key has been worn by successive groups of stud-
cussed at the University. Dean Schneider was ents who have rendered distinguished service to
arranging lectures by Julian Arnold and others the magazine. The surface of the key contains
to acquaint students with the promise of China some cabalistic inscriptions, an interpretation of
as a land of coming technical development. At the which was formerly reserved for the inner circle.
same time, China's historic art and philosophy They have since been made public and only the
was the subject of many talks given by the Dean ritual oath remains a sworn secret.
himself. Several Chinese students were enrolled Upon close inspection, the three signs are ob-
in the College of Engineering and Commerce, served to be proof-readers' marks. The sign on
among them K.P. Liu, who has been heard of the top is used in closing a gap between letters
recently as General Chiang Kai-Shek's right-hand that have been wrongly separated, symbolizes a
man, in charge of subsistence and munition pro- demand for unity, a closing of ranks in the asso-
jects in hinterland territory occupied by more than ciation.The middle one, an adaptation of .the
twenty-five million people. Another Chinese stud- Greek letter delta standing for "delete," enjoins
ent of that period, Yu Li, was on the staff of the thewearer to destroy or take out anything not in
COOPERATIVEENGINEERand had just written an accord with the best standards of journalism.
illuminating article about an international engi- The bottom sign showing three sides of a rec-
neering competition for the design of a bridge to tangle, with the' closed side upward, stands for
cross the Yellow River at Hwong Ho, on the elevation, a constant striving to raise the stand-
Peking-Hankow Railway. The title of Mr. Li's ards of publishing. Thus the common marks of
article appeared in both English and Chinese, proofreading are given broader significance for

",and a footnote informed the puzzled reader which those who wear the key.
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How YOU can help her
speed vital war calls

WHEN you're about to telephone, remember that the wires -
. especially Long Distance circuits - are busier now than ever

hefore, with war calls. We .can't build new equipment to carry the
load because the materials we need .are going into ships and planes
and shells.

Here's how you can help to keep the lines open for war calls.
Unless your message is really urgent, please don't use Long Distance
service. But if you must, please make your calls as short as you can.
Thanks! - we know you'll be glad to help!

~
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INVESTIGATIONS of the structures of atoms
have shown that each atom possesses at its

center a small, dense, positively charged core, or
nucleus. Outside the nucleus, the atom consists of
a small swarm of negatively charged electrons,
whose number is sufficient to provide enough
negative charge in- the atom to balance the posi-
tive charge 011 the nucleus; thus the complete
atom is electrically neutral,

Being. small, the atoms are numerous. If one
could mark every atom in a glass of' water and
then pour it out and allow it to diffuse completely

so large that the sun would appear to be only a
tiny pinpoint in' the center and the solar orbit of
the other heavenly bodies would have plenty of
room in which to travel, Now, the components
of the atoms may be clearly seen. Each would
consist of the nucleus with planetary electrons.
The, nucleus would consist of protons possessing
positive charges..that hold the electrons in place
and neutralize their charges, and neutrons, which
are substantially the same as protons except that
they ordinarily carry no charges. These neutrons
act as a binding .cement to hold the protons to-
gether despite their electrostatic repulsive forces,
and they posses the property of being able to
change themselves into protons. Generally, "the
number of neutrons is equal to the number of
protons in the atom. When, however, one investi-
gates, he will find a very few odd atoms of some
substances in nature that have the number of
neutrons greater than the number of protons.
These are called heavy atoms or isotopes and
have separate atomic numbers but they occupy
the same place in Mendeleeff's periodic table as
their respective lighter .brother-atoms because
their chemical properties (number of electrons)
are not changed. It seems that the increase in the
number of .neutrons (over protons) is an indica-
tion of nuclear instability,' and any atoms having
this instability tend to expel nuclear fragments

, ort:rpai:licleskhOivn .as rays" iritheirefforts to es-
jtahlish 'a more', stable ..configuration, This is the
, basis.of-the natural a'ciio~~of ra~dium and uranium,

b~1JtQ! which expel helium particles (fragments) .
. . ;.<'.. .. -Cut~ C;Qurtesy. Reseqr~Q" aw~y/rfrom~heir own complicated nuclei, whichF1g. 1. L1ght areas ehrno radioph.oephtorue 1n~ ""'~'_..,.: ",. . .. ,. ""c ••" '~.' ••

a tomato plant. action IS known as the alpha radiation, A sub-
T,'., .... : . ~""~ .' ~_. ._ "'"J',. stance known to::~~~hi~.is~,erlI}ed radioactive.

with all the oth:ei:~ear'thly water., he, would' find The Ideaof.using; radioactive atoms for trac-
about 5000 of these' brigirially fuarked atoms: in in'g"'cheniical'movements and reactions was first
every glassful obtained, regardless of its source, put :int~)'pra-ctice in -1923,' by Havesy of Copen-
This is caused by the fact that each glass 'of water :hagen when he -used radium D, an isotope of lead,
contains about 20 million, million, million, million as a "tracer" of lead movements in plants (see
atoms, hence theminuten.ess of them. If this glassfigurH 1). '
of water were enlarged until it would contain This gave birth to; the idea of using these
the earth, one could seethe atoms for they would' "tagged" atoms in, any kind of'chemical research /
be about one inch in 'diameter. Even then: it to delve into the inside. stories of a thousand dif-
would be difficult to examine them closely for their ferent, little-known processes of chemistry, bio-
electrons would be only a few millionths of an logy, physics, and metallurgy by using these
inch in length. So, to see anything, the scale must' radioactive "ferrets" to. probe out the facts in
be expanded again. This time the glass is made places 'where eyes and instruments cannot. 'But

-." , .• c;.'~ " "AA "
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Tagged Atnlns
Albert Walker
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as such substances in .nature were, and are, too
expensive and dangerous, nuclear physicists set
about to find a-means of manufacturing radio-
active substances artificially, i, e., substances with
artificially produced .radioactive properties with
known and desired characteristics in order that
this-type of research might be furthered. Although
the Cyclotron was invented in 1931, it was not
until 1934, through the efforts of Curie and Joliot
that artificially radioactivity was discovered. Then
it was realized that large quantities of these radio-
active substances could be produced very cheaply
with ,such devices-as the Cyclotron and the Van de
Graaf Generator. Hence, the scope was widened
a hundred-fold for any substance then could con-
tain "tagged" atoms that were not only cheaper
to produce but were weak and short-lived as com-
pared with radium or uranium thus negativing
any chance of injuring live tissues if handled in
proper doses or quantities.

The Cyclotron and the Van de .Graaf Generator
are really the backbone of this new tool of re-
search. They transmute or smash atoms to give
them this artificial radioactive property. This
transmutation, however, is not always a smashing
but is frequently a synthesis in which the protons
are added to the original nucleus. The mechanics

Fig. 3.. Tracke o] radioactiuephoephorus (shown by
Zight areas) in a disk of steel.

ferentials between the pole pieces to drive the
desired positively charged particles in the inter-
vening space from the positive pole to the nega-
tive pole where 'the substance to be transmuted
is located. The resultant composite nuclei are in
a highly excited stateand have, a great deal of
excess energy ..which is 'expended by shooting out
nuclear particles.

Bombardment of atomic nuclei-with protons,
deutrons, alpha particles, gamma rays" neutrons,
and electrons has 'produced several hundred dif-
ferent transmutations of'substances including all
the elements. In many cases, the final nuclei were
not known in nature and were therefore artificially
radioactive. Most of the-artificial 'radioactive sub-
stances produce soft beta raysorelectrons. As, for
example, the natural isotope of -phosphorus has
been bombarded. It has .an atomicnumber of 15,
meaning thatthere are 15 protons and 16 neutrons
in each of the nuclei and 15 planetary electrons
outside. To, make it radioactive or unstable only
one extra neutron is needed. This is provided
by bombarding its nuclei with deutrons (heavy
hydrogen atoms). The two combine explosively,
but only for a moment, for this combination breaks
up with the emission of a proton from each-nu-
cleus; thus leaving the nucleus with one or more
neutron than is found in the stable phosphorus
isotope. This newpoint is radioactive and has the
atomic weight of 32. The only way for it to' obtain
its stable configuration is to attain a charge of
16 (instead of 15 that it has) to conform with
its atomic weight. This it does by changing the
extra-neutron to a proton and by forming an elec- ..
tron at the same time, which is fired with the

2'}

Fig. 2. Coniparison of radioautograph (right) and
normal section (left) of rat bone.

of atom smashers are based on the fact that trans-
mutation requires very high speeds of the atoms
to cause a terrific collision of their nuclei in order
to overcome the electrostatic repulsive forces that
the nuclei exert on each other. For instance, it is
known that the higher the voltage differential
between the terminals of a battery.fhe more able
the battery is to "push" the electrdcal rcharges
through the circuit between the poles. This ap-
plies, likewise, to 'atom smashing.Tor the machines
just mentioned useexceedingly high voltage" dif}-
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tremendous excess energy created in the change
to the stable configuration. This rapidly moving
electron is the beta ray. As soon as it loses all its
energy, it returns to the stable atom to give it a
neutral chemical charge. '

It must be borne in mind that insofar as their
chemical and biological properties are concerned,
the radioactive isotopes are no different from their
stable brother isotopes of corresponding elements
found in nature. Thus to chemical, physical, bio-
logical, and chemical systems, ordinary and radio-
active phosphorus are indistinguishable. This is
true for all the other' elements. Once they have
been mixed together, it is impossible to separate
them by the ordinary chemical or biochemical pro-
cesses. It may be said that electrons of an atom
do not know whether their atom is radioactive or
not. Hence, they have absolutely no effect on the
processes studied.

The discovery of this new tool of research,
which might 'be termed "tagging atoms," is prob-
ably the third most important one ever made to
aid science; the microscope and cyclotron con-
ceded to be ahead of it. It opens up a new and
extensive means of research never dreamed of
before. It can be applied in engineering, physics,
geology, chemistry, and medicine. At present, its
most extensive application has been in medicine
where it has been applied in tissue, assaying, auto-
radiography, and experiments on whole living
organisms (where the Geiger counter is used) for
determining the rate and amount of bone forma-
tion ,(see figure 2). Digestive tendencies,mineral
concentrations, poison concentrations, photosyn-
thesis, and metabolism are still other uses for
the tracing process. The last method (use of the
Geiger, counter) is the, one most widely applied
to human beings because "human guinea pigs"
can be observed with normal operation of their
organs, and because it is very difficult, if not im-'
possible, in many instances to use the other two
methods on living human beings.

Because of the very short time since its dis-
covery, "tagged" atoms has not been used very
extensively in the field of engineering, but it has
already been applied in metallurgy with desirable
results. The photographic action of the radiations
of radioactive phosphorus was recently used to
determine the distribution of this element in steel
(see figure 3).

It was found that this embrittling agent con-
centrates inside minute air pockets or blow holes
in steel. The same method may be used to show
the distribution of other elements in steel, and
unlocking some of the answers to problems r: of
making steel it may conceivably lead to' improved
methods of producing steels and metal/alloys.
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PRESSED 'METALS' .
(Continued from Page 10)

contact" of the particles with one another so
that these surface forces may come into play more
readily. The addition of heat then causes an inter-
locking of the atoms of two particles, ",producing
a strong weld atthe point of contact.

As has been mentioned before, there are some
definite limitations which may-prevent thedevel-
opment of powder metallurgy" as-a serious rival
of melting and casting throughout industry. To-
day the cost of metal powders is an important
obstacle in this respect. 'it. pound of powdered
copper costs 20 cents and upward' against 12 cents
for a pound of ingot copper, while iron, lead, tin,
zinc, and nicklepowders likewise cost' far. more
than -the solid metals; The average premium on
powders is 7 to 10' cents per pound above ingot
prices. Thus, with the commoner metals, which
have an ingot price of one or two cents a pound,
this premium becomes a critical factor. In iron,
for example, the 'powdered metal cost is upwards
of seven times the ingot cost. In many cases, the
speed of the pressing process offsets the raw-
material cost and thus results in a net saving,
while in other cases ,the special properties of the
pressed product are more important than the
price. But so far as raw materials are concerned,
powder metallurgy probably will not have any
spectacular growth in industry except for tung-
sten carbide cutting tools, until the cost of the
powders is lowered.

Another rigid limitation lies in the. dimensions
and shapes of articles that can be pressed. Irregu-
larly.shaped pieces of varying thickness are almost
impossible to make at present because the powders
do not flow evenly under pressure. It is also
impossible to press many types of curved or bent
pieces since these cannot 'be extracted from the
dies. Atthe present time it is impossible to press

c

pieces of any great dimensions. This difficulty
may be overcome "ill part with' the introduction
of larger and 'heavier' presses, but here again the
cost problem intrudes. Presses now' contemplated
would produce total pressures as high as 10,000
tons as compared with the 2,000 ton presses
which, even now, are only experimental. But
obviously.i.the.heavierfhe press, the greater the
original investmerrt, and the greater the cost of
supplying, the power to operate the press. The
ultimate, 'solution to this problem may be in the
developmentof'.thevhot-press" process, whereby
themetalpowders are simultaneously pressed and
sintered at' pressures which need be only one-
tenth as high as those required today.
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EVERY TIME you take a ·breath, 175 thunderbolts
crash to earth somewhere.
These lightning strokes, streaking down at 600

million miles an hour, are charged with torrents of
electrical power ••.. as much as 200,000 amperes, at
pressures as high as 25,000,000 volts.

No wonder protection against lightning has been a
major problem to utility companies ..... such a problem
that, up to a few years ago, lightning frequently shut
down power service to industry.

Today, a properly designed power line is not likely
to be put out of service by lightning more than once
in 5 or 10 years!

Dr. Gilbert D. McCann and Charles F. Wagner,
Westinghouse engineers, have done much to make
this possible through their studies of natural thunder-
bolts and laboratory lightning.

One of their contributions is the "fulchronograph"
which automatically times natural lightning strokes
and measures their intensity. Oscillographs and movie
cameras also are used to photograph the celestial
fireworks.

These mechanical "eyes" .... perched high on the
top of scores of tall buildings, smoke stacks, and
transmission-line towers are constantly collecting
facts about lightning phenomena that were never
known before .. Facts about "cold" lightning, of ter-
rific blasting power. Facts about "hot" lightning, the
incendiary bomb of the sky,

Still further knowledge is gained from the study of
artificial lightning •.... made in the Westinghouse High
Voltage Laboratories ..This man-made lightning is used
to bombard insulators, lightning arresters, and other
protective devices to test their efficiency.

These studies are constantly adding to the store of
"know how" in the field of power transmission. As a
result, Westinghouse engineers have been able to
design and build lightning arresters and ground-wire
sys,tems that tame the wildest thunderbolt.

"The work done by Dr. McCann is contributing
mightily to America's war effort by helping to keep
electric power flowing night and day. to our vast war
industries ••• as well as by protecting ordnance plants
from destruction by lightning.

America needs scientists and engineers as never
before . . . to help solve the technical problems of
modern warfare and to rebuild the world when the

MODERN FARADAY CAGE~Three million volts of man- last shot is fired.
made lightning hit a car in Westinghouse High Voltage N I · · duates rioi
L b tori 1.\~1 D Gilb t D M C its Ielv t t ear y 800 young engmeermg gra uates JOIneda ora ories, WUI e r. 1 er . c ann SI sa e y a . . .
the wheel. Dr. McCann .•• co-inventor of the "fulchrono- 'Vestlngh~use last S~rlng to carryon this work. In t~e
graph" for timing and measuring the intensity of thunder- Class of 43 there WIll be many graduates who WIll
bolts ••. joined Westinghouse in 1939, after receiving degrees have an equal chance to help win the war . . . and
of 1\1.8.and Ph.D. at the California Institute of Technology. the peace to come •.. with Westinghouse.

Gilbert D. McCann, Ph.D., M.S .
. Master of Thunderbolts, too!

Westinghouse
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING. COMPANl', PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA • PLANTS IN 25 CITIES-OFFICES EVERYWHERE
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Bits of News on 42's lumbus, Ohio plant of the Curtiss-Wright Cor-
TOM W. TALBOT,M.E., is now working in the poration. Flake has been with the Curtiss-Wright

Cuyahoga Works of the American Steel &" Wire firm since June, 1942, formerly working for the
Company, Cleveland Ohio. as .a Mechanical De- Cincinnati Bickford Tool Company. He is a mem-
velopment E~gineer: .,' . . bel' of the Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, the

PAUL E. GESKE, Ch.E.; FORDh.PRESCOTT; C.E., ~ation~l Aero.nautical Association and the Cur-
and JEAN RENE ROCHE Gen.E: have'allbssn com- , tiss-Wright AIrplane Club.
rnissionedLieutenanis iJ;l fhetinih~d .States Army. ROBE~T L. TOUR, Ch.E., .latest inf~rmation re-
Geske is stationed at March Field, California, ports him to be a Second LIeutenant III the Army
Prescott and Roche were both gradu~ted recently stationed in California. .
from the Anti-Aircraft Officer Candidates Train-
ing School in Camp Davis, North Caroh.-na. .411·0 t Producti

~ E:I. • U TO ltC IonEDWARD G.. SCHWAERGERLE, Ch.E., bears the
title of Junior Chemical Engineer at the B. F. H. J. LEAVER,M.E. '33, is still working for the
Goodrich "Company, Akron, Ohio. same firm from which he received his co-op train-

WARREN O. DODDS,JR., A.A., upon graduation ing, the American Steel & Wire Company. As a
entered the armed service and is now stationed co-op, he was employed in their Donora Division
in E. Warren, Wyoming. and since graduation, has been transferred to the

C. WILLIAM SPICER, Ch;E., is one of the many Allentown, Pennsylvania Branch where he now
who help keep production running smoothly at occupies an executive position.
the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation in Pitts- OLIVERSCHLEMMER,E.E. '28, is the Personnel
burgh, Pennsylvania. Officer for the American Telephone and Telegraph

WILLARD F. and FORREST E. ALLBRIGHT, both Company in New York City.
M.E.'s, are brothers who were among ten U. C. DONALD M. ODOM, M.E. '41, applies his engi-
seniors sworn in as Ensigns In the Navy during neering training in the Maintenance Section of the
commencement exercises in June. . Armament Branch at Wright Fieldin Dayton.

BYRON KRESS, ROBERTI. ZIMMERER, and WIL· His brother, GUYT. ODOM,M.E. '40, and ROB-
LIAM G. SCHRENKER,all Ch.E.'s, have become em- ERT P. GARVEY,M.E. '40, are in the employ of
ployees of the E. 1. Dupont de Nemours Company Servel, Inc., Evansville, Indiana.
in Wilmington, Delaware. CARL E. GRINSTEAD,E.E. '36, is stepping up

E. LAWRENCEMONGAN,Ch.E., writes a friend airplane production at the Pratt & Whitney Air-
that he is now located in Norfolk, Virginia, as an . craft Corporation in Hartford, Connecticut.
Ensign in the United States Navy. GEORGEF. MOORE,M.E. '41, went to Pittsburgh

E. C. CHAPMAN, ALBERT J. SANGER, and ROB- to join the staff of the Westinghouse Electric and
ERT C. SALE, all C.E.'s, were commissioned Second Manufacturing Company in July of 1941 after
Lieutenants in the Construction Regiment of the completing a graduate student course in Wash-
Army Engineers and left for points unknown im- ington. He is now in the Manufacturing Engi-
mediately following graduation in April. Their neers group of the Transportation and Generator
regiment was organized for foreign- service. Division in their East Pittsburgh Works.

ED WURSTER, Ch.E., is reported to be in the ROBERT J. McKEE, E.E. '36, now serves the
employ of the Shell Petroleum Company, Domri- Wright Aeronautical Corporation in Lockland
quez, California (near Los Angeles). under the title of Plant Engineer.

MICHAELA. DIGENNARO,Ch.E., puts his knowl- HARLEY:J. SLUSHER, JR., M.E. '34, holds the
edge of chemical engineering to practice at the position of Tool Designer in the Master Mechanics
Mathieson Alkali Works, Niagara Falls, New Department of the Crosley Corporation in Cin-
York, cinnati.

HARRY M. FLAKE, Aero.E; now works on the J. CLIFFORDMcDANIEL, A.A. '32, has been ac'"
production of Curtiss Helldiver dive bombers and tively engaged in the General Construction field
Seagull scouting planes for the United- States since·graduation. Most of his experience has been
Navy in the Engineering Department of the Co- in the eastern states and at the present time, he
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is connected with H. F. Darling, General Con-
tractor, in Williamsville, New York.
ELLIS KING, E.E. '36, M. S. Engr. '39, is an

instructor in Electronics at the Boeing Aircraft
Corporation in Seattle, Washington.
HARRY H. WILKERSON, A.A. '37, in a recent

letter to a faculty member said that he is still
with his old cooperative firm" the Tennessee Val-
ley Authority in Knoxville, Tennessee, where he
has been since graduation.
J. H. TARKINGTON,M.E. '41, writes that he is

now' a Junior Test Engineer at the Wright Aero-
nautical Corporation in Lockland.

Alumnus Returns to America
RICHARD T. WISE, M.E. '39, arrived safely in

America after a 14,000 mile trip from Istanbul,
Turkey, where for three years he taught at Rob-
ert College. He has a Second Lieutenant's Com-
mission in the Ordnance Department Reserve and
hopes to get in some form of Army Ordnance
manufacturing work. Information just received
indicates that he has bee'n called to active duty
and will report in October to the Ordnance Prov-
ing Grounds in Aberdeen, Maryland.

Graduates in Authority ·11 I di h th b ildi hi fVI ie, n lana were ey are UI mg s IpS or
CHARLESS. GOODE,G.E. '24, was formerly em... the United States Navy.

ployed on Rapid Transits at the Ohio State High- CARLMILLER,E.E. '29, has established head-
"ray Department. He left the job as Superin- quarters in Washington where he' has been put in
tendent of Maintenance on Division No. Sat Mid- charge of securing Plant Supervisors for the Army
dletown, Ohio to occupy his present position as Camps in the United States.
Engineer in charge of Maintenance' of 'roads in
the Army Camps in the United States and its In Faraway India
possessions. Lieutenant Colonel 'GEORGE E. SCHAETZ;EL,
VOLNEY TULLSEN, Ch.E. '36, who is Chief of Aero.E. '35, and Lieutenant WARRENL. WURSTER,

,the Store and Transportation Division of the Kan- Gh.E. '39, who were fraternity brothers at U. C.
kakee Illinois Ordnance Works' has been advanced (Triangle Fraternity) exchanged joyful greetings
from First Lieutenant to the rank of Captain and upon their unexpected meeting in India at a gath-
assigned to duty in tile United States District ering called to hear an address by one of the
Engineer's Office at Chicago. He was formerly generals.
employed in the laboratories of the Hilton-Davis Colonel Schaetzel first entered the air corps in
Chemical Company on" Langdon Farm Road, 19~6and upon the completion of training was sent
JACK E. BAXTER,A.A. '34, although not actively to Hickam Field, Hawaii. Before going to India,

in service, is doing war work at Co-op Displays, he was stationed at Java, and prior to that, in the
Inc., in Cincinnati. As one of the officers of .that Philippines where he was transferred from Ha-
company, he has been very busily engaged since waii at the outbreak of the war. Lieutenant

) early summer in large contracts for both the Wurster who entered the armed services in April
United States Army and Navy, His firm is pro- of 1941,wasfirst sent to Australia and then trans-
ducing cardboard' models in color of various types ferred to India,
of airplanes which are used by our armed forces Several months ago, Colonel Schaetzel received
in classroom work in connection with plane iden- the Distinguished Service Cross for courageous
tification. and skillful participation in bombing raids on
Lieutenant LOUIS J. P~UES, G.E. '41, informs Japanese shipping in the Indies waters and later

us that he is now in charge of ship construction was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross for-
at the Valley Virgin Iron Company in Evans- operations in the Philippines.
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In lJIeUloriatn
GEORGEWERNER, M.E. '41, who was an

aviation cadet in the U.S. Army Air Corps,
was killed on December 31, 1941, in an air
crash in California. Werner made an excel-
lent scholastic record as a co-op, graduating
as an honor student in the upper quarter of
his class. He was a member of the' A.S.M.E.
and assisted in displays for Co-op Day. Be-
fore joining the Army, he took a training
course in flying and received his Civilian
Pilots License.
Lieutenant DAVIDH. KAUFMAN, E.E. '39,

crashed to death in a training plane at sea
off the coast of England, August 19, 1942.
At the time of his death, Lieut. Kaufman, a
member of the U. S. Army Signal Corps,
was serving as an instructor in the Royal Air
Force. Letters of praise of the 2nd lieu-
tenant were received .by his aunt from the
commander of the U. S. Army Signal Corps
in England and the .wing commander of the
Royal Air. Force.
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TO OUR VAST WAR EffORT
• Efficient small tools, such as c «Greenfield" has
been manufacturing for more than 70 years, are
essential to America's armament program.
"G.T. D. Greenfield" Taps, Dies, Twist Drills,
Reamers and Gages are helping to build planes
and tanks, ships and guns on a thousand
"production fronts."

America's great metal working industryhas
learned by long, practical experience that the
"0.T. D. Greenfield" trade mark means"utmost
reliability and accuracy in these vital tools.

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION
GREENFIELD, MASS.,U. s. A.

Also at the end of Section II, nine! men were
initiated into the Civil Honorary Fraternity,
Delta Kappa Sigma. They were Victory Majoew-
sky, -Robert Agsten, James Anderegg, and Hugh
Alexander from Section I, and Robert Reiman,
George Kral.. Leonard Holste, Joe Sweeney, and
Don Wood from Section II. Congratulations,
fellows.

Business Ads.
~~/ On Saturday of the- sixth

, \ week of summer section, the
Business Ads. enjoyed their an-
nual picnic. After wrestling
with the lunch room people and

twisting their arms to get an extra bag of ice, the
food was loaded into Mary Jane Redmond's car
and transported under a three-man guard to
Meadowbrook. Needless to say, Dusty Schlueter
did the honors with the beer-just about ruined
those $2.00 back tires.

After lunch, which included some delicious
potato salad rumored to have been made by Julie
Matthews, the students (?) joined the Bus. Ad.
profs in a baseball game. Star of the game
was hard-hitting "Buzz" Bursiek, although "Doc"
Bird ran a close second. Then came swimming-
at a charge of 30 cents! A couple of the -boys
discovered that the pass-out check was a red
indelible dollar sign stamped on the victim's shoul-
der. Joyce Larimer obliged with her lipstick and
artist Dick Jones did the necessary sketching.
Sometime during the afternoon there was a game
of- Prince of Wales, but nobody remembers much
about that-except it seems you can't take beer
inside the pool. Along about 8 :30 the last car
left, carrying ten wet, bedraggled people who had
been stranded for one reason or another.

Chemicals
(1 ••••.<0 On a certain night in July, the
~ f;:~ Chems braved a strong down--3t ..~ stream current and landed safely

at Coney Island without any
casualties, which was too good to last. The boys
and their dates shoved their way through a mass
of bodies and finally managed to take over a few
tables. Everything was going as predicted until
someone pulled out some of their "Own Brand"
(whowie!) Sweat started rolling, and coats peeled
off (from the heat of course) as some of the boys
cut the rugs wide open.

The affair was ended with a roll call to see how
many bit the dust (amazing, only half).

Alpha Chi Sigma, professional Chern fraternity,
held a hay ride out at Handle Bar Ranch. The
place was jammed, and when the local boys were
sorted out, it was time for the hay ride. After

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER

-Blueprints for War and Peace . . .
invariably i-nclude the productive
facilities of· LeBlond lathes. De'!"
signed for speed and accuracy.
th~se modern machine tools give
an accelerating impetus • • \•. in
war or peace • • • wherever low
cost turning is essential.

The R. K. LeBlond Machine -Teel Co.
CINCINNATI

Largest Manufacturer of a Complete Line of Lathes



fighting for foot room, the party settled down
until some unknown black headed fellow (alias
Foozy) started pitching the stale grass. The fight
was stopped suddenly when somebody got a foot
in the puss and when Carl Truman lost his cookie
in the hay. An extensive search was made and
she was found in the corner hiding beneath a
straw (and I do mean one straw). Later, steaks
and accessories eased up the pain, while the navi-
gators plotted the homeward route.

Mechanicals
The Mechanical Department must have been

hibernating during the summer since they haven't
come out in the open with any action for quite
some time. At least someone could have gotten
married to supply a little more news; most of the
other departments entered a' representative in the
matrimonial field! We know! The gang is just
bashful!

INDUSTRIAL ·MANAGEMENT
(Continued from Page 15)

partment. These courses will cover such topics as
organization and management of plant, machines,
material and personnel, production planning and"
control, and forms of wage payment. In addition,
these students would be required to take courses
in Financial and Sales Management so that they
would get a broad training in the whole field of
management.
In preparing students in the Business Adminis-

tration Department for industrial management
positions, the part played by the cooperative plan
must not be overlooked. During the first years
of cooperative work men students are placed in
manufacturing plants where they have oppor-
tunity to study problems in shop layout, routing,
internal transportation, and other phases of pro-
duction and organization. In later years they are
transferred to administrative .departments, where
they gain experience in sales, purchasing, credit,
and finance. This procedure gives the student a
well-rounded practical training under actual work-
ing conditions. Its' value in war time has been
recognized by the Federal Office of Education as
the students are able to spend half their time in
useful war effort on the job and the othet half
in the classroom preparing for essential war indus-
try positions. The Federal Office of Education
further points out that graduates, because of their
cooperative training, are better prepared to as-
sume responsible positions in military service and
industry.
Students in the Business Administration De-

partment who do not elect the new curriculum
will be granted, as in the past, the degree of Bache-
lor of Business Administration.

~~UTUMN, 1942

To Win A

) Behind the guns-behind the machines and the motors
that drive them - is steam, "prime mover" of all
industry .• Each time we .find a way to squeeze an
extra B.T.V. from a pound of coal or a gallon of oil,
industrial output is accelerated and implements of
war rush sooner to waiting hands at the front. Because
B&W engineers have always been the first to origi-
nate major improvements in boilers, Babcock &
Wilcox has become America's largest producer of
steam generating equipment .• Today, all our efforts

are devoted to helping
FREE 14-PAGE BOOKLET utilities and industrial
"T~e Desi~n ,?' Water-Tube plants produce the pow-
BOIler ~nlts.!,!~t a man~al ertowin this war. In
oI desig-n, tb is InterestIng •.
book explains what types 01 the victorious tomorrow,
boilers are used lor the most we shall stand ready to
common types 01 s~rvice and serve you whose hands
why. Your copy WIll be sent will guide the future of
on request. American industry.

(,-207

THE B A 8 (: 0 C K & W u, COX ('? M PA NY .••• as LIBERTY STREET •••• NEW VORK. N "v
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PRICE CEILING
(Continued from Page 3)

credits and education, diplomas and ability, for
example.
The role of money as a medium of exchange.is

easy to recognize where objects are bought or
sold, but' purchase becomes much more compli-
cated when personal service or subjective values
predominate, and the function of money is still
more difficult to understand when the accumula-
tion of capital or the establishment of credit in-
volves the negotiation of present actualities for
future hopes. In "the dear, dead days" when thrift
was not considered immoral, the selling of excess
youthful activity for senile comfort was accom-
plished by the use of money (capital) which thus
served for exchange in time as well as in space.
Perhaps in a changing and changed order

"money" may lose some .of its old connotations
and Benjamin Franklin, if he were living today
or later, might be less figurative in his Advice to
a Young Tradesmam: Perhaps he would not cau-
tion him to "Remember that Time is Money" but
rather that "Time is Opportunity."
Whether or not, in the last decade, ,this country

has spent its money wisely is a question which
will be answered variously according to economic
and political views, but there is little doubt that
we have wasted much time in preparing ourselves
materially and spiritually for the presentemer-
gency.
The one possession which everyone has, the one

donation which 'everyone can make, to insure his
"freedoms," and the one thing which will be not
only useless but a burden if he loses them, is his
time, his opportunity for accomplishing, the most
and best of which he is capable.
Remember there is no way to fix the price of

time.

Keep Buying War Bonds and Stamps!

THE ~J.H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO.
T.lephone, AVon 3116

,2519 VINE STREET
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BLAZING THE WAY
TO FASTER PRODUCTION

As EASILY as a knife cuts through pancakes, this
white-hot oxy-acetylene flame zips through stacks of
steel plates ... turning out metal parts in a fraction
of the time required by other methods.

Cutting as many as twenty plates at a time, this
knife that never dulls ... guided by positive tem-
plates ... can follow the sharp twists and turns of
highly complicated patterns. Oxy-acetylene stack-
cutting saves shaping, machining, and assembly time.
It produces parts of identical size and shape. It re-
duces scrap losses ... makes possible substantial sav-
ings in subsequent machining and fitting operations,

Stack-cutting is only one of the many oxy-acety-
lene processes for cutting, fabricating, and treating
metals which manufacturers are using to speed up
production today. Whether cutting up scrap •.. or
skinning steel alive by planing a light cut from the
four sides of steel blooms as they speed down the roll
table •.. or helping to shape and weld 'finished steel
... the oxy-acetylene flame is a tireless worker in
modern manufacturing.

Would you like to know how flame-cutting and other oxy-
acetylene processes could be applied to your business ? You are
cordially <., invited to avail yourself of the store of knowledge
Linde technicians have assembled over a long period of years.. . .
The important developments in flame-cutting-and other proc-
esses .and methods for producing, fabricating, and treating
metals-which have been made by The Linde Air Products
Company were greatly facilitated by collaboration with Union
Carbide and Carbon Research Laboratories, Inc.; and by the
metallurgical experience of Electro Metallurgical Company and
Haynes Stellite Company-all Units of Union Carbide and
Carbon Corporation.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

GENERAL OFFICES: nT";I"";;I OFFICES IN
New York, N. Y. ~ PRINCIPAL CITIES



But Joe does a good job of teaching you how not to

strike the arc and how not to control the metal in the

mol ten ..pool. His bungles, plus close-ups of the arcs in

action, make this, full-color film" one of the most helpful

training aids ever offered to the welding industry."

The movie is in six parts. Each part (r6 mrn.) is com-

plete in itself-s-a lo-minute sound production covering

one particular phase of arc welding in full detail.

COLLECTOR Organized 'groups may borrow the films with no charge

VINCENT J.. SCHAEFER, of the G-E Research other than transportation costs; schools and industry

.. Laboratory, used to collect snowflakes, and because may buy single reels at cost-'$S2 ;ach-foruse in training

of his hobby metallurgists now have a simple method of welders. Write Campus News, General Electric, Co.,

observing details of metal structures far too fine to be seen Schenectady, N. Y.

with an ordinary microscope. " ..,~~/

The young scientist's method of" casting" snowflakes

in a film of Formvar has solved the problem of how to get

a metal specimen thin enough to be examined in the elec-

tron . microscope. (This device uses electrons instead of

light to form the magnified images, and the electrons

must pass through thespecimen.)

A thin film of resin, stripped from the specimen and

retaining all the details of the metal surface, can be placed

in the microscope and be m~gnified as much as 100,000 SH-H-H-H-H-H'
diameters, THE one announcer in the country who can give

\\ weather forecasts over the air is a mechanicalman

who broadcasts from a point rz miles up in the strato-

sphere, where next week's weather is in the making.

This mechanical investigator, whose heart is an electron

tube, works for the U. S. Weather Bureau. He weighs

only a couple of pounds and looks like a large box camera .

.." -e- Asa small balloon takes him up, the robot broadcasts

CALAMITY JOE the atmospheric conditions he finds. Tuned in with a

VERY
·T ING han J ground receiver, the radio signals tell the temperature,

E Happens to oe.

A d
hi 0 10k I h h h . k wind velocity, etc. The balloon bursts at the low pressure

n anyt ing IS 1 e y to appen w en e pic s '"
he lder' 1 t d b J M GOt d limit (about 60,000 feet above ground), and a parachuteup t ewe er s e ec ro e, ecause oe a ee, an anima e .

cartoon character, doesn't know the first thing about weld- brings the radio sonde, as it is called, down to earth.

ing. Throughout the new G-E instructional movie" "The The mechanical weatherman carries a calling card with

Inside of Arc Welding," he seems to do the wrong thing. -his return address on it in case he gets lost on the way

Copyright, 1942,' General Electric Company, Schenectady, No Y. \ back.
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